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Abstract
There is a very close relationship between common knowledge and simultaneity in
synchronous distributed systems. The analysis of several well-known problems in terms
of common knowledge has lead to round-optimal protocols for these problems, including
Reliable Broadcast, Distributed Consensus, and the Distributed Firing Squad problem.
These problems require that the correct processors coordinate their actions in some
way but place no restrictions on the behavior of the faulty processors. In systems
with benign processor failures, however, it is reasonable to require that the actions
of a faulty processor be consistent with those of the correct processors, assuming it
performs any action at all. We consider problems requiring consistent, simultaneous
coordination. We then analyze these problems in terms of common knowledge in
several failure models. The analysis of these stronger problems requires a stronger
de nition of common knowledge, and we study the relationship between these two
de nitions. In many cases, the two de nitions are actually equivalent, and simple
modi cations of previous solutions yield round-optimal solutions to these problems.
When the de nitions di er, however, we show that such problems cannot be solved,
even in failure-free executions.
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1 Introduction
Processor coordination and synchronization are recurring problems in fault-tolerant distributed computing. Several aspects of these problems are captured by the denition of a
simultaneous choice problem given by Moses and Tuttle 17]. A simultaneous choice problem is one in which all of the nonfaulty processors are required to choose the same action
(such as deciding on an output bit) from a set of actions and to perform that action simultaneously. Instances of simultaneous choice problems include simultaneous versions of
many well-known problems, such as Reliable Broadcast 19], Byzantine Agreement 14,20],
and Distributed Firing Squad 1,4,22]. For example, in Byzantine Agreement, each processor
starts with an input bit and chooses an output bit. All nonfaulty processors must choose the
same output bit and this bit must be some processor's input bit. In Simultaneous Byzantine
Agreement 5,6], all nonfaulty processors must choose their output bit in the same round.
One property all of these problems have in common is that they dene the correct behavior of the nonfaulty processors, but they do not restrict the behavior of faulty processors in
any way. This is usually because problems like Byzantine Agreement were originally dened
in the Byzantine failure model in which faulty processors can behave in completely arbitrary
ways, making it impossible to require or forbid them to do anything. Subsequently, however,
papers in the literature have considered the same problems in models in which processors fail
in relatively benign ways. One such model is the crash failure model, in which processors fail
simply by halting. In this model, it is often possible to guarantee that the faulty processors
do behave consistently with the nonfaulty processors. For example, one of the earliest coordination problems is the atomic commit problem, which requires processors in a distributed
database system to decide whether to commit or abort a transaction on the database. This
problem guarantees that all processors (whether faulty or nonfaulty) that reach a decision
to commit or abort a specic transaction must reach the same decision 9,15]. Other problems requiring that faulty processors behave consistently with nonfaulty processors appear
in works by Neiger and Toueg 19] and by Gopal and Toueg 8].
Given that consistency is sometimes possible in benign failure models, it is interesting to
1
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ask whether consistency is always possible. In this paper, we dene consistent simultaneous
choice problems, in which all processors (faulty or nonfaulty) that perform an action perform
the same action at the same time. We show that, in many cases, the consistent version of a
simultaneous choice problem can be solved whenever the nonconsistent version can be solved,
and that it can be solved without increasing the running time of the protocol.
Our approach is to analyze the state of knowledge that processors must attain in order to
solve consistent simultaneous choice problems. We then to use the results of this analysis to
construct round-optimal solutions for these problems. This general approach was introduced
by Halpern and Moses 12]. They dene what it means for a processor to \know" a fact and
show how knowledge can be used to analyze distributed computation. In their work, the
highest state of knowledge that a group of processors can attain is that of common knowledge .
Intuitively, a fact is common knowledge if every processor knows it, every processor knows
that every processor knows it, and so on.
This state of common knowledge is closely related to solving simultaneous choice problems. For example, Dwork and Moses 6] consider Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement. They
show that, in the crash failure model, processors can choose their output bits only after certain facts have become common knowledge. They then give a protocol in which processors
choose their output bits as soon as these facts become common knowledge and prove that
this protocol is optimal in all runs : for every given context|for every pattern of failures and
processor inputs|the round in which their protocol causes processors to reach agreement is
at least as early as the round in which any other protocol would do so in the same context.
Notice that optimal here means round-optimal.
While Dwork and Moses focus on Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement, their techniques
apply to the general class of simultaneous choice problems. Moses and Tuttle 17] showed
this by dening the class of simultaneous choice problems and by considering failure models
more general than the crash model. In these new models, they again show that nonfaulty
processors can perform an action simultaneously only after reaching common knowledge of
certain facts, and they exhibit optimal protocols that perform an action as soon as these
2
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facts become common knowledge. Unfortunately, in the general omissions model|a model
in which faulty processors may omit to send or receive messages|their optimal protocols
require exponential local computation. On the other hand, they prove that testing for
common knowledge is NP-hard in this model. Using the close relationship between common
knowledge and simultaneity, they show that optimal protocols in this model are inherently
intractable (if P6=NP).
This work by Moses and Tuttle is the starting point for our own work. Like them, we
begin by showing that processors can consistently perform simultaneous actions only after
certain facts have become common knowledge. Our analysis, however, requires a stronger
denition of common knowledge. Our denition is essentially the original denition proposed
by Halpern and Moses the denition used by Moses and Tuttle can be viewed as a subtle
weakening of this denition. Surprisingly, however, we can show that these two denitions
are equivalent in almost all contexts that Moses and Tuttle consider. As a result, the
optimal protocols Moses and Tuttle give for simultaneous actions are (possibly after a minor
modication) also optimal protocols for consistent simultaneous actions. Consequently, we
show that consistency does not delay action: optimal protocols for the consistent version of
a problem halt as soon as optimal protocols for the corresponding nonconsistent version of
the problem. Since we show that optimal protocols for consistent problems are also optimal
protocols of the corresponding nonconsistent versions, the Moses and Tuttle intractability
result holds for consistent problems, too.
There is one case that Moses and Tuttle consider in which the two denitions of common
knowledge are dierent. This is the case of the general omissions model in which as many
as half of the processors can fail. In this case, we prove that no protocol solving a consistent
simultaneous choice problem can cause processors to perform actions in failure-free runs,
meaning that most interesting consistent simultaneous choice problems cannot be solved in
this case. On the other hand, Moses and Tuttle have already shown that the nonconsistent versions of these problems can be solved and that optimal protocols exist (although
these protocols are intractable). Thus, our work shows precisely where Moses and Tuttle
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required the added subtlety in their denition of common knowledge. When the consistent
and nonconsistent simultaneous choice problems coincide, the two denitions of common
knowledge are equivalent when the problems dier, our denition of common knowledge
(given by Halpern and Moses) must be weakened in order to obtain the denition (of Moses
and Tuttle) most suited for nonconsistent simultaneous choice problems. Understanding the
relationship between the two denitions of common knowledge is one of the primary technical
contributions of our work.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 denes our model of computation, and
Section 3 denes a processor's state of knowledge, including common knowledge. Section 4
denes consistent simultaneous choice problems, and Section 5 analyzes solutions to consistent coordination problems in terms of common knowledge and presents several optimal
solutions to these problems in several variants of the omissions failure model. Section 6
shows that these problems cannot be implemented in certain systems with general omission
failures. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks and mentions some open problems.
Since so many of the denitions and techniques in this paper come from Moses and Tuttle,
we assume that the reader is familiar with the general denitions and results of that work,
and we only sketch the points where these papers overlap. A reader intimately familiar with
that work can simply read the denition of strong common knowledge in Section 3 and the
denition of a consistent simultaneous choice problem in Section 4 and then skip directly to
Section 5.

2 Model of a System
The systems we consider in this paper are synchronous systems of unreliable processors.
Our model of computation is the model developed by Moses and Tuttle 17], which is itself
derived from other models 6,12]. We sketch the model in this section and refer the reader
to Moses and Tuttle for full details.
A system consists of a set P = fp1 : : : pn g of n processors. Computation in the system
proceeds in a sequence of rounds, with round k lasting from time k ; 1 to time k. During
4
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round k, each processor performs some local computation (and possibly some local actions),
sends messages to a set of other processors, and then receives messages sent to it by other
processors in that round. We think of these messages as being sent at time k ; 1 and
received at time k. At any given time, a processor is in some local state, which we assume
includes the time, the processor's identier, and a complete history of messages it has sent
and received. A processor's local state at time 0 is called an initial state and contains some
initial input. A global state is a tuple hs1 : : : sn  sei of local states, one local state si for
each processor pi and one state se for the environment. The environment state is used to
encode any information about the state of the system that cannot be deduced easily from
the local states of the processors, such as the identities of the processors that have failed. A
run is an innite sequence of global states, typically satisfying certain obvious restrictions
for example, a processor's message history can only lengthen as time passes. Processor pi's
local state at time l in run  is denoted pi (l), or sometimes i (l). A point is an ordered
pair h li consisting of a run  and a time l. A protocol is a (deterministic) function from a
processor pi 's local state to a list of local actions it is to perform and a list of messages it is
to send. A system is a set of runs, typically the set of all runs of a given protocol.
Processors may fail, but only two types of failures are allowed: a processor may omit to
send a message its protocol requires it to send, or it may omit to receive a message sent to
it by another processor. A failure pattern is a tuple  = (hS1 R1i : : :  hSn Rn i) of functions
Si and Ri mapping rounds numbers to sets of processors. The failure pattern of a run  is
a failure pattern  such that, for each processor pi and round k, (1) pi sends no message to
processors in Si(k) in round k but sends all other round k messages required by its protocol
and (2) pi receives no message from processors in Ri(k) in round k but receives all other
round k messages sent to it. The input of a run  is a vector  = h1  : : : n i where i is
pi 's initial input in . The operating environment of  is a pair h i where  and  are
's failure pattern and input, respectively. We assume that the operating environment of
a run is encoded in the environment state at all times. Note that, because protocols are
deterministic, a run is uniquely determined by a protocol and an operating environment.
5
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We consider three failure models in this work:
1. the crash model 10,23], in which a faulty processor sends all messages required by its
protocol before some round k, sends only some of the messages it is required to send
in round k, and sends no messages after round k
2. the send omissions model 10,16], in which a faulty processor may omit to send some
of the messages required by its protocol and
3. the general omissions model 17,21], in which a faulty processor may omit to send some
of the messages required by its protocol and may omit to receive some of the messages
sent to it by other processors.
These descriptions can be formalized in terms of failure patterns dened above. In addition
to restricting the types of failures, we place a bound on the number of processors that can
fail in any given run. We denote this bound by t and always assume that n  t + 2.
Since a run is uniquely determined by a protocol and an operating environment, we
can compare dierent protocols by comparing their behaviors in the presence of the same
operating environment. Two runs of two dierent protocols are corresponding runs if they
have the same operating environment. We can also compare the behavior of the same
protocol in slightly dierent operating environments. We say that two runs  and  of a
protocol P dier only in some aspect of their operating environment if and only if  and 
are the result of running P in operating environments that dier only (if at all) in the given
aspect. For example, if  and  dier only in that pi sends no messages in round k of  , we
mean that the failure patterns  and  of  and  are identical except that Si (k) = P (the
value of Si(k) is irrelevant). Notice that, if the messages pi sends in round k aect messages
other processors send in later rounds, then the messages sent in the two runs can be quite
dierent. On the other hand, if P does not require pi to send any messages in round k in
the rst place, then no processor will be able to distinguish the two runs.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Denitions of Knowledge
The denition of processor knowledge has become standard in distributed computing. We
sketch this and related denitions in this section and refer the reader to other papers 6,12,17]
for a more comprehensive review.
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For the sake of exposition, we x a particular system for the remainder of this section.
We also x a set  of primitive propositions together with an interpretation  mapping each
proposition ' 2  to the set  (') of points at which ' is true. We now dene a language
of knowledge by closing  under the standard boolean connectives in the usual way and by
closing under the various knowledge operators described in this section. A formula (or fact)
' in this language is either true or false at a point h li, which are denoted h li j= ' or
h li 6j= ', respectively. A formula is valid in the system if it is true of all points in the
system, and a formula is valid if it is valid in all systems.
The denition of processor knowledge is based on the idea that, given a point h li and
a processor pi , there may be many points consistent with the information in pi's local state
at h li. We say that pi considers a point h  l i to be possible at h li if pi has the same
local state at both points. We say that pi knows ' at h li, denoted h li j= Ki', if ' is
true at all points h  l i that pi considers possible at h li.
The state of common knowledge plays an important role in this work. Given a xed
group G of processors, it is customary to dene \everyone in G knows '," denoted EG', by
0

0

0

0

EG ' def
=

^ K ':

pi G

i

2

and to dene \' is common knowledge to G," denoted CG ', by
CG ' def
= EG' ^ EGEG ' ^    ^ EmG' ^    :

In other words, ' is common knowledge to a group G or processors if everyone knows ',
everyone knows that everyone knows ', and so on ad innitum.
This denition of common knowledge assumes that G is a xed set. In unreliable distributed systems, however, the most interesting set is often the set N of nonfaulty processors,
and the value of this set does not remain xed. At any given point h li, we denote the set of
processors nonfaulty in the run  by N ( l). Notice that, while this set N does not change
over time in a particular run, it does change from run to run we dene N to be a function
of points and not runs for consistency with Moses and Tuttle 17]. Moses and Tuttle argue
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that the generalization of common knowledge to nonconstant sets such as N that vary from
point to point is more subtle than simply dening
EN ' def
=

^

pi

Ki ':

2N

They propose a generalization of EN ', which we denote by FN ' (although they continue to
write EN '), and they argue that one must dene
FN ' def
=

^

pi

Ki(pi 2 N

) '):

2N

That is, every nonfaulty processor knows that ' is true, given that it (the processor itself)
is nonfaulty. Since it is possible for pi to be contained in N without knowing this, the
denition of FN ' is weaker than EN ', and the denition of common knowledge based on FN '
is therefore weaker than the denition above based on EN '. For this reason, we distinguish
these two denitions of common knowledge as weak and strong common knowledge, and we
denote weak and strong common knowledge of ' by WN ' and SN ', respectively. (Moses
and Tuttle write CN ' for WN '.) Formally,
WN ' def
= FN ' ^ FN FN ' ^    ^ FmN ' ^   

and, as in the denition of CG' above,
SN ' def
= EN ' ^ EN EN ' ^    ^ EmN ' ^    :

Moses and Tuttle prove that weak common knowledge is a necessary and sucient condition
for the performance of simultaneous actions, and we will prove that strong common knowledge is a necessary and sucient condition for the performance of consistent simultaneous
actions.
The similarity graph is a useful tool for thinking about weak common knowledge. The
nodes of this graph are the points of the system, and there is an edge between points h li
and h  li if and only if there is some processor p 2 N ( l) \N (  l) such that p(l) = p(l).
That is, there is a processor that is nonfaulty at both points and has the same local state at
0

0
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both points. Two points h li and h  li are similar, denoted h li h  li, if they are in the
same connected component of the similarity graph. The utility of the similarity graph stems
from the fact that its connected components characterize the facts that are weak common
knowledge:
Lemma 1: h li j= WN ' if and only if h  li j= ' for all h  li satisfying h li h  li.
0

0

0

0

0

For strong common knowledge, we dene a directed similarity graph. This is a directed
graph whose nodes are the points of the system and in which there is an edge from h li to
h  li if and only if there is some processor p 2 N ( l) such that p(l) = p(l). This means
that there is a processor that is nonfaulty at h li (but possibly faulty at h  li) and that
has the same local state at both points. Let h li h  li denote the fact that h  li is
reachable from h li in the directed similarity graph. Again, it is easy to show that
Lemma 2: h li j= SN ' if and only if h  li j= ' for all h  li satisfying h li h  li.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Notice that h li h  li implies both h li h  li and h  li h li. It follows that
SN ' ) WN ' is valid for all facts '. The converses of these statements do not always hold.
Weak and strong common knowledge (as well as simple knowledge) have many useful
properties. For example, knowledge and weak common knowledge satisfy the axioms and
rules of the modal system S 5 11]. Strong common knowledge also satises S 5, unless the
relation is not symmetric, in which case it satises only the axioms of the weaker modal
system S 4. We note that the results in Section 6 stem from the fact that is not symmetric
in the system considered there.
Other useful properties of strong and weak common knowledge are that they satisfy the
xed-point axioms
WN ' , FN WN '
0

0

0

SN ' , EN SN '

and the induction rules
if ' ) FN (' ^ ) is valid in the system, then ' ) WN is valid in the system
if ' ) EN (' ^ ) is valid in the system, then ' ) SN is valid in the system.
9
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The xed-point axioms say that, if a formula is common knowledge, then everyone knows
it is common knowledge. The induction rules are frequently used as a tool to prove that a
formula is common knowledge (e.g., in the proof of Lemma 3).
We end this section with the observation that, while we have dened a fact ' to be a
property of points (it is either true or false at any given point), it is sometimes convenient to
refer to facts as being about things other than points (such as runs). In general, a fact ' is
about X if xing X determines the truth (or falsity) of '. For example, a fact ' is about the
nonfaulty processors if xing the set of the nonfaulty processors determines whether or not '
holds. That is, given any set N P , either ' holds at all points h li such that N ( l) = N
or at no such point. The meaning of a fact being about the operating environment, about the
initial states, etc., is dened similarly.

4 Consistent Simultaneous Choices
Moses and Tuttle dene simultaneous choice problems in which all nonfaulty processors
choose the same action from a set of actions and perform it simultaneously. We dene a
consistent version of this problem in which a faulty processor must also perform the same
action at the same time, if it performs any action at all.
Moses and Tuttle dene a simultaneous action a to be an action with two associated
conditions pro(a) and con (a), both facts about the input and the set of faulty processors,
giving conditions under which a should and should not be performed. A simultaneous choice
problem C is determined by a set fa1 : : :  amg of simultaneous actions and their associated
pro and con conditions, together with a failure model M and set I of initial inputs that
determine a set of allowable operating environments.1 A protocol P implements C if every
run  of P with an allowable operating environment satises the following conditions:
Moses and Tuttle actually allow their pro and con conditions to be facts about the operating environment
in general but quickly restrict attention to facts about the input and the existence of failures. We note that
this class of facts is slightly smaller than the class of facts about the input and set of faulty processors.
Except for the case of the general omissions model when n  2t, the results of Moses and Tuttle continue
to hold for this larger class in all cases they consider, and these are the cases in which we use their results.
Moses and Tuttle also allow processors to receive input throughout the run and not just initial input, and
we could easily do the same.
1
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1. each nonfaulty processor performs at most one of the aj 's (and does so at most once),
2. any aj performed by some nonfaulty processor is performed simultaneously by all of
them,
3. aj is performed by all nonfaulty processors if  satises pro(aj ), and
4. aj is not performed by any nonfaulty processor if  satises con (aj ).
It is easy to see that this specication allows the nonfaulty processors to perform an action
aj in  if and only if  satises the condition
ok j = :con (aj ) ^

^ :pro(a ):

k=j

k

6

A faulty processor, on the other hand, is permitted to perform any action at any time. A
consistent simultaneous choice problem restricts these faulty processors with an additional
condition (a strengthening of condition 2):
2 . any aj performed by any processor is performed simultaneously by all nonfaulty processors.
0

A consistent simultaneous choice problem C is implementable if there is some protocol that
implements it.
One example of a consistent simultaneous choice problem is a consistent version of Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement. Recall that each processor begins with an input bit and
chooses an output bit, subject to the condition that all output bits have the same value and
that this value is the value of some processor's input bit. This problem involves a choice
between two actions: a0 corresponds to choosing 0 as the output bit, and a1 corresponds to
choosing 1. Since the value of a processor's output bit must be the value of some processor's
input bit, the condition pro(av ) requiring that processors must choose the bit v is that all
processors' input bits are v (we can simply dene the condition con (av ) to be false). The
enabling condition ok v is therefore that some processor's input bit is v.

5 Optimal Protocols
Now let us turn our attention to optimal protocols for consistent simultaneous choice problems. A protocol P implementing a consistent simultaneous choice problem C is optimal (in
11
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all runs) if the following condition is satised 6,17]: for every protocol P implementing C
and every pair of corresponding runs of P and P , if the nonfaulty processors perform an
action at time k in the run of P , then the nonfaulty processors perform an action no later
than time k in the run of P . Notice that this is a strong denition of optimality: whereas
most denitions of an optimal protocol require that the protocol perform well in its worst
case run, this denition requires that the protocol perform well in all runs.
In many cases, we can construct optimal protocols for consistent simultaneous choice
problems. Our construction directly parallels those of Dwork and Moses 6] and of Moses
and Tuttle 17]. The fundamental observation in these constructions is the strong relationship between common knowledge and simultaneous actions: when a consistent simultaneous
action is performed, it is strong common knowledge that this action is being performed, and
hence that it is enabled:
0

0

0

Lemma 3: Let  be a run of a protocol implementing a consistent simultaneous choice C .
If an action aj of C is performed by any processor at time l in , then h li j= SN ok j .
Proof : Let ' be the fact \aj is being performed by some processor." Note that h li j= '.
We now show that ' ) EN (' ^ ok j ) is valid in the system. It will then follow by the induction rule that ' ) SN ok j is also valid in the system and, thus, h li j= SN ok j . Let h  ki be
any point such that h  ki j= '. By condition 2 of the denition of a consistent choice, all
processors in N (  k) execute aj at time k in , so h  ki j= EN ' (every processor performing
aj certainly knows aj is being performed). By conditions 1, 3 and 4, ' ) (' ^ ok j ) is valid
in the system, so h  ki j= EN ' implies that h  ki j= EN (' ^ ok j ) by the consequence closure
axiom of S 5 11]. Since h  k i was chosen arbitrarily, ' ) EN ('^ok j ) is valid in the system. 2
0

Since Lemma 3 says that no protocol can have processors perform an action until that
action's enabling condition is strong common knowledge, any protocol that has processors
act as soon as some enabling condition becomes strong common knowledge will be an optimal
protocol. This means that we can reduce the problem of constructing optimal protocols to
that of constructing protocols that cause facts to become common knowledge as soon as
12
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possible. Such protocols include the class of full-information protocols.
A full-information protocol 2,7,10] calls for every processor to send its entire state to all
other processors in every round. Since such a protocol requires that all processors send all
the information available to them in every round, it gives each processor as much information
about the operating environment as any protocol could. Consequently, if a processor cannot
distinguish two operating environments during runs of a full-information protocol, then the
processor cannot distinguish them during runs of any other protocol (see also 6,17]):

Lemma 4 (Coan): Let  and  be runs of a full-information protocol F , and let  and 
be runs of an arbitrary protocol P corresponding to  and  , respectively. For all processors
0

0

0

p and times l, if p(l) = p(l), then p(l) = p(l).
0

0

As a simple consequence, we see that facts about the operating environment become strong
common knowledge during runs of full-information protocols at least as soon as they do
during runs of any other protocol:

Corollary 5: Let ' be a fact about the operating environment. Let  and  be corresponding
runs of a full-information protocol F and an arbitrary protocol P , respectively. If h li j=
SN ', then h li j= SN '.
Suppose h li j= SN '. To prove that h li j= SN ', it suces to show that
h  li j= ' for all runs  of F such that h li h  li. Fix  and let  be the corresponding run of P . Lemma 4 and a simple inductive argument on the distance from h li to
h  li in the directed similarity graph show that h li h  li implies h li h  li. Since
h li j= SN ', we have h  li j= '. Since ' is a fact about the operating environment and 
and  have the same operating environment, h  li j= ', as desired.
2
Full-information protocols are the basis of our construction of optimal protocols in the remainder of this section.
Proof :
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.1 Crash and Send Omissions
Using the preceding line of reasoning (but using WN in place of SN ), Moses and Tuttle
derive a full-information, optimal protocol FMT for any implementable simultaneous choice
C (see Figure 1). This protocol is knowledge-based since it is programmed in a language
13
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repeat every round

broadcast local state to every processor
until WN ok j holds for some j 
j  minfk j WN ok k holdsg
perform aj 
halt.
Figure 1: The optimal protocol FMT
making explicit tests for common knowledge of various facts. In this protocol, each processor
broadcasts its local state every round until it detects that one of the enabling actions ok j has
become weak common knowledge to the nonfaulty processors. At this point, the processor
performs the action aj , where j is the least index such that ok j is weak common knowledge.
While broadcasting local states may, in general, require sending exponentially large messages,
Moses and Tuttle show that, in any of the failure models considered here, a processor's state
can be encoded as a communication graph whose size is polynomial in n and the current
round number l thus, this protocol requires only polynomially large messages.
Fully implementing FMT requires implementing the tests for weak common knowledge
that appear in FMT . A satisfactory test should accept a nonfaulty processor's local state
at a point as input and determine whether the formula is weak common knowledge at that
point. In general, given any fact |such as WN '|and any set S of processors|such as
the set N of nonfaulty processors|a test for for S is an algorithm A that
1. accepts as input the local state of any processor at any point in the system and returns
either true or false , and
2. given the local state i(l) of a processor pi in S at a point h li in the system, returns
true if and only if h li j= .
Moses and Tuttle construct tests for WN ' for the set N of nonfaulty processors. Their
tests for WN ' make use of tests for ', and their tests for WN ' run in polynomial time if
and only if the tests for ' do so in the rst place. Consequently, Moses and Tuttle dene a
class of practical simultaneous choice problems, for which all conditions ok i can be tested in
14
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polynomial time, and they argue that every natural simultaneous choice problem is practical.
Moses and Tuttle make a rather surprising observation that, in the crash and send omissions models, even the faulty processors can use their tests for common knowledge: given the
local state of any processor pi (faulty or nonfaulty) at h li, their test for WN ' returns true
if and only if h li j= WN '. Thus, their test is a test for WN ' for the set P of all processors.
We refer to such a test simply as a test for WN '. Thus, Moses and Tuttle eectively show
the following:

Theorem 6 (Moses and Tuttle): If C is an implementable, consistent simultaneous choice
in the send omissions model, then FMT is an optimal protocol for C . Furthermore, if C is
practical, then FMT can be implemented in polynomial time.

5.2 General Omissions with n > t
2

According to Lemma 3, strong common knowledge is a necessary condition for consistently
performing simultaneous actions, and yet the protocol FMT is programmed using tests for
weak common knowledge. This is because the observation made by Moses and Tuttle, that
both faulty and nonfaulty processors can follow their tests for WN ', implies that weak
common knowledge to the nonfaulty processors is equivalent to weak common knowledge to
all processors: that is, WN ' , WP ' for all facts '. From this, it follows that WN ' ) SN ',
since WP ' clearly implies SN '. Since we already observed that SN ' ) WN ', we have
WN ' , SN '.
It turns out that the same is true in the general omissions model, but only when n > 2t.
To prove this fact, it is enough to show that the relations and are the same. This proof
makes use of the notion of two runs  and  of a protocol P diering only in some aspect
of their operating environment. Remember, for example, that, if  and  dier only in that
pi sends no messages in round k, we mean that the failure patterns  and  of  and  are
identical except that Si (k) = P , regardless of the value of Si(k).
0

0

0

0

0

Lemma 7: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n > 2t. If h li and
h  li are two points of the system, then h li h  li if and only if h li h  li.
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Since h li h  li implies h li h  li, we prove only that h li h  li implies
h li h  li. It suces to show that, if p(l) = p(l) for some p 2 N ( l), then h li h  li.
Proof :

Suppose p(l) = p(l) for some p 2 N ( l). Let A = N ( l) and B = N (  l). If p 2 B ,
then p is nonfaulty at both points and, thus, h li h  li suppose instead p 2 A ; B . Let
N = A \ B , and notice that N is the set of processors nonfaulty in both runs. Since all
processors faulty in one or both runs are in P ; N , we have jP ; N j  2t. Thus, N 6= 
since n > 2t. Let q be a processor in N .
We can assume without loss of generality that no processors fail after time l in  and |
that all processors send and receive all messages in all rounds after time l|since messages
sent after time l do not aect processor states at time l. Let ^ and ^ be runs diering from
 and , respectively, only in that processors in P ; fpg also receive all messages from all
processors in round l of ^ and ^. Note that A is contained in the set of nonfaulty processors
in both  and ^ and that B is contained in the set of nonfaulty processors in and ^. Note
also that p has the same local state at time l in the four runs , ^, ^, and . It is clear that
h li h^ li, since p is nonfaulty in both runs and p(l) = ^p(l). To see that h  li h ^ li,
let be a run diering from only in that processors in P ;fp qg receive all messages from
all processors in round l of . Note that h  li h  li since q is nonfaulty in both runs and
has the same local state at both points. Similarly, note that h  li h ^ li since there is a
processor r distinct from p and q that is nonfaulty in (hence in ^) and has the same local
state at both points (r must exist since we assume n  t + 2). Thus, h  li h ^ li.
0

0

0

0

0

We claim that there are no missing messages among processors in A in ^. Since A is
contained in the set N (^ l) of nonfaulty processors in ^, there are no missing messages
between processors in A in ^. In particular, p's state at h^ li records the fact that there are
no missing messages between processors in A for the rst l ; 1 rounds of ^ and that there
are no missing messages from processors in A to p in round l. Since p has the same local
state at h ^ li, the same is true of ^. Furthermore, since all processors in P ; fpg receive
messages from all processors in round l of ^ (and in particular from processors in A), there
are no missing messages between processors in A in ^. This proves our claim.
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Since there are no missing messages among processors in A in ^, every missing message
in ^ must have at least one processor in P ; A as a sender or receiver. This means that
it is consistent with the pattern of missing messages in ^ that P ; A contains the set of
processors faulty in ^. Consequently, since jP ; Aj  t, there is a run ^ indistinguishable
from ^|the same messages are sent and processors have the same local states|except that
A is contained in the set of nonfaulty processors in ^ instead of B .
Since q is nonfaulty in both runs ^ and ^ |note that q 2 N = A\B N (^ l)\N (^  l)|
and certainly has the same local state at both points, h ^ li h ^  li. Note, furthermore, that
p is nonfaulty in both ^ and ^ since p 2 A, and that p also has the same local state at h ^  li
and h^ li, so h ^  li h^ li. By the transitivity of the similarity relation, therefore, we have
h li h  li.
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

It follows from Lemma 7 that strong and weak common knowledge are equivalent with
respect to the nonfaulty processors:

Theorem 8: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n > 2t. The formula
WN ' , SN ' is valid in the system for every fact '.
Proof : It suces to show that WN ' ) SN ' is valid in the system, since we already noted in
Section 3 that SN ' ) WN ' is valid. Suppose h li j= WN '. Lemma 2 implies that to prove
that h li j= SN ' we need only show that h  li j= ' for all h  li such that h li h  li.
Since, by Lemma 7, h li h  li implies h li h  li and, since h li j= WN ' implies
h  li j= ' for all h  li such that h li h  li by Lemma 1, we have h  li j= ' for all h  li
such that h li h  li. Thus, h li j= SN '.
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moses and Tuttle prove that FMT is an optimal protocol for simultaneous choice problems
in the general omissions model. For practical problems, they show how to implement tests
for WN ' for the nonfaulty processors in polynomial space, although it is not possible to do
so in polynomial time (if P6=NP). The fact that weak and strong common knowledge are
equivalent (when n > 2t) suggests that FMT might also be an optimal protocol for consistent
17
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simultaneous choice problems in the general omissions model, as well as in the crash and
send omissions models. But, while the nonfaulty processors can test for strong common
knowledge of ok j , it is not immediately clear that faulty processors can do the same. This
raises problems such as the following: (1) the nonfaulty processors will know ok 1 and ok 2 are
strong common knowledge while the faulty processors know only that ok 2 is strong common
knowledge, resulting in the nonfaulty processors performing a1 and the faulty processors
performing a2 and (2) the nonfaulty processors will know ok 1 is strong common knowledge
at time k while the faulty processors will not know ok 1 is strong common knowledge until
time k + 1, resulting in the nonfaulty processors performing a1 at time k and the faulty ones
at time k + 1. Fortunately, we can use Lemma 7 again to prove that every processor|faulty
or nonfaulty|knows the truth of SN ', provided that this processor does not know that it is
faulty (that is, its local state does not prove it must be faulty):

Lemma 9: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n > 2t. The formula
:Ki(pi is faulty) ) Ki(SN ') _ Ki(:SN ') is valid in the system for every processor pi and
every fact '.

Proof : Suppose h k i j= :Ki (pi is faulty). We prove that h k i j= SN ' implies h ki j=
Ki (SN '), and an analogous argument proves that h k i j= :SN ' implies h k i j= Ki(:SN ').
To show that h ki j= Ki(SN '), it suces to show that h  ki j= SN ' for every point
h  ki such that pi has the same local state at h k i and h  ki. Given such a point h  ki,
by Lemma 2, it is enough to show that h  ki j= ' for every point h  ki such that h  ki
h  ki. Fix such a point h  ki. Since h k i j= :Ki(pi is faulty), there exists a point h  ki
such that pi is nonfaulty in and has the same local state at both h ki and h  ki and,
hence, also at h  ki and h  k i in other words, h  ki h k i and h  ki h  ki. By
Lemma 7, h  ki h k i implies h  ki h ki, which implies h k i h  ki. It follows
that
0

0

0

00

00

0

00

0

00

0

0

h ki

h  ki h  ki
0

h  ki
00

and hence, by Lemma 2, that h  ki j= ' since h k i j= SN '.
00
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One consequence of this result is that any test for SN ' for the set of nonfaulty processors
is almost a test for SN ' for the set of all processors: such a test correctly computes whether
SN ' holds when applied to the local state of any processor|faulty or nonfaulty|provided
the processor's local state does not prove that it must be faulty.
Corollary 10: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n > 2t. Let A' be
a test for SN ' for the nonfaulty processors. If h ki j= :Ki(pi is faulty), then A' on input
i(k) returns true if and only if h ki j= SN '.
Proof : Since h k i j= :Ki(pi is faulty), there is a point h  ki such that pi is nonfaulty at
h  ki and has the same local state at h k i and h  ki. By Lemma 9, processor pi knows the
truth of SN ' at h ki, so SN ' holds at h k i if and only if SN ' holds at h  ki. Since the
test A' must return the same answer when given pi 's state at these two points as input (the
local states are the same), and since A' returns true at h  ki if and only if h  ki j= SN ' (A'
is a test for the nonfaulty processors), it follows that A' returns true at h ki if and only if
h ki j= SN '.
2

In particular, consider the polynomial-space tests for WN ok j for the nonfaulty processors
given by Moses and Tuttle. By Theorem 8, these are also tests for SN ok j for the nonfaulty
processors. In fact, they are accurate tests for SN ok j when given the local state of any
processor whose state does not prove that it is faulty. Notice that a processor pi knows
it is faulty (its local state proves it is faulty) if and only if it is faulty in every failure
pattern consistent with the messages recorded in its local state as missing, and this can also
be checked in polynomial space. Thus, the protocol FMT given in Figure 2 is an optimal
protocol for a consistent choice running in polynomial space.
Theorem 11: If C is an implementable, consistent simultaneous choice in the general omissions model with n > 2t, then FMT is an optimal protocol for C . Furthermore, if C is
practical, then FMT can be implemented in polynomial space.
0

0

0

Proof : Let P be any protocol implementing C , and let  and  be corresponding runs of
FMT and P . We will prove that  satises the four conditions in the denition of a consistent
simultaneous choice problem given in Section 4. First, however, it is convenient to prove
0
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nonfaulty  true
repeat every round
broadcast local state to every processor
if Ki(pi is faulty) then nonfaulty  false
until nonfaulty and SN ok j holds for some j 
j  minfk j SN ok k holdsg
perform aj 
halt.

Figure 2: The optimal protocol FMT
0

the following claim: if some processor performs an action at time l in , then all nonfaulty
processors perform an action no later than time l in  . Suppose that some processor performs
action aj in  at time l. Lemma 3 implies that h li j= SN ok j . By Corollary 5, h li j= SN ok j .
From Figure 2, it is clear that the nonfaulty processors perform some action no later than
time l in  . This proves the claim. It will follow from this claim that FMT is an optimal
protocol for C , once we have shown that FMT solves C (that  satises the four conditions
in Section 4):
0

0

1. Each processor clearly performs at most one of the aj 's in  and does so at most once.
2 . Suppose that some processor p performs some action aj at time l in  . Then p does
not know it is faulty at any time through time l, and hence the tests p has been
following for SN ok k have been accurate through time l by Corollary 10. Consequently,
this must be the rst round that any fact ok k has been strong common knowledge.
Furthermore, j must be the least index among the indices k of the facts ok k that are
strong common knowledge at time l. Since the tests followed by nonfaulty processors
are always accurate, they reach the same conclusions at time l and perform aj at time
l in  .
0

3. Suppose  satises pro(aj ). Since  and  are corresponding runs and pro(aj ) is a
fact about the environment, the run  must also satisfy pro(aj ). Since P implements
C , the action aj is performed in  at some time l. By the above claim, the nonfaulty
processors perform some action no later than time l in  . This action, however, must
also be aj , since the fact that  satises pro(aj ) implies that  does not satisfy ok k for
any k 6= j and hence that no such condition can become strong common knowledge
during  .
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4. Suppose  satises con (aj ). Then  does not satisfy ok j , so ok j will never become
strong common knowledge in  , and aj will never be performed in  .
Finally, to see that FMT can be implemented in polynomial space, assuming C is practical, notice that this is already true for FMT . The only modication made to FMT to obtain
FMT is to add a test for whether a processor knows itself to be faulty. As noted earlier, this
test can be performed in polynomial space.
2
0

0

Moses and Tuttle prove that testing for weak common knowledge is NP-hard in the
general omissions model when n > 2t. The same is true for strong common knowledge, since
the two denitions are equivalent. Consequently, the protocol FMT cannot be implemented
in polynomial time in this model (if P6=NP). In fact, Moses and Tuttle prove that any
optimal protocol for general simultaneous choice problems requires processors to perform NPhard computations, and that optimal protocols are thus inherently intractable. A reduction
similar to that given by Moses and Tuttle shows that the same is true of optimal protocols
for consistent simultaneous choice problems.
0

6 An Impossibility Result
While weak and strong common knowledge are equivalent in the general omissions model
when n > 2t, they are not equivalent when n  2t. It is not hard to show that some fact
about the initial state must become weak common knowledge by time t + 1 at the latest
in any run 6,17]. This section shows that, in many runs, such facts never become strong
common knowledge this is true even in runs in which no failures occur. This implies that
many consistent simultaneous choice problems cannot be implemented in these systems. For
example, no problem whose pro conditions are nontrivial facts about the input (and not
about the set of faulty processors) can be implemented in these systems. Consequently,
the impossibility of solving Uniform Agreement in this context, as shown by Neiger and
Toueg 19], follows as a corollary of this result.
This distinction between consistent and nonconsistent simultaneous choice problems
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comes about because of the fact that, when n  2t, the system can become partitioned.
There can be two disjoint sets of at most t processors such that processors within a set
communicate with no trouble, but processors in dierent sets never communicate. Since
this behavior is consistent with either set of processors being the set of faulty processors, no
processor can know whether or not it is faulty. In the context of nonconsistent simultaneous
choices, this is not a problem, since the behavior of the faulty processors is unimportant, so
each set can simply behave as if it is the set of nonfaulty processors. In the context of consistent choices, however, this behavior is critical: because the processors may be isolated from
important information and not know whether or not they are faulty, the correct processors
can become \paralyzed" and unable to act.
To make this precise, we say that two sets A and B partition the set of processors if A
and B are two nonempty, disjoint sets of processors such that A  B = P and jAj jB j  t.
Given a failure-free run , let k be the run identical to  (the failure pattern is the same)
except that, for every round l > k, no processor in B sends or receives a message to or from
any processor in A in round l of k  note that A is the set of nonfaulty processors in k . We
say that k is the result of partitioning  into A and B from time k. The following lemma
says that h li hk  li and hk  li h li for every k  0, and in particular for k = 0.

Lemma 12: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n  2t, and let  be

any failure-free run of this system. Suppose A and B partition the set of processors, and
suppose k is the result of partitioning  into A and B from time k . Then h li hk  li
and hk  li h li for every k  0.

Proof : The proof is by reverse induction on k. For the base case of k = l, the result is
trivially true since every processor has the same local state at time l in  and l. In this
case, we actually have h li hl  li.
For k < l, suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for k + 1 that is, h li hk+1  li and
hk+1  li h li. Let 1 be a run diering from k+1 only in that no processor in B receives
a message from any processors in A in round k + 1 of 1. Note that A is the set of nonfaulty
processors in both runs and that every nonfaulty processor has the same local state at time
l in both runs, so hk+1  li h 1 li and h 1 li hk+1  li. Since the only missing messages
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in 1 are between processors in A and processors in B , and since both A and B are of size at
most t, the behavior in 1 is consistent with either A or B being the set of faulty processors.
Let 2 be a run indistinguishable from 1|the same messages are sent and processors have
the same local states|except that now A is the set of faulty processors and B is the set of
nonfaulty processors. Since every nonfaulty processor in 1 has the same local state at time
l in the two runs, h 1 li h 2 li. Similarly, since every nonfaulty processor in 2 has the
same local state at time l in the two runs, h 2 li h 1 li.2 Now let 3 be a run diering
from 2 only in that no (faulty) processor in A receives a message from any processor in
B in round k + 1 of 3. Because the set of nonfaulty processors is the same in 2 and 3,
and because every nonfaulty processor has the same local state at time l in both runs, we
have h 2 li h 3 li and h 3 li h 2 li. Note that 3 is the result of partitioning  into B
and A from time k, while the desired k is the result of partitioning  into A and B from
time k that is, the only dierence between the two runs is that A is the set of nonfaulty
processors in k , while B is the set of nonfaulty processors in 3. On the other hand, since
every processor (faulty or nonfaulty) has the same local state at time l in both runs, it is
clear that h 3 li hk  li and hk  li h 3 li. It follows by transitivity that h li hk  li
and hk  li h li, as desired.
2
Using Lemma 12, we can now show that, even in failure-free runs, no fact about the input
and the set of faulty processors|and thus no enabling condition ok j (a fact about the input
and set of faulty processors)|can become strong common knowledge.
Lemma 13: Consider any system in the general omissions model with n  2t. Let ' be a
fact about the input and the set of faulty processors that is not valid in the system. If h li
is any point of any failure-free run  of the system, then h li 6j= SN '.
Proof : Let  be the input to . Since ' is a fact about the input and the set of faulty
processors that is not valid in the system, there is an input vector  2 I n and a set N
P such that h  li 6j= ' for any run  with input  and with N as its set of nonfaulty
2 Note that we do not have h  li  h  li, since there is no processor that is nonfaulty in both runs.
1
2
For this reason, the proof does not hold when is replaced by  and the consequences of this lemma thus
0

0

0

0

apply only to strong common knowledge and not to weak common knowledge.
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processors. Two input vectors a and b are adjacent |denoted a $ b|if they dier on the
initial state of only one processor that is, for some processor pi , we have ja = jb for all
j 6= i. It is not hard to see that for some m  0 there are vectors 0 1 : : : m such that
 = 0 $ 1 $    $ m =  . For every j , let j be the failure-free run with input j (thus,
 = 0).
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that h li hj  li for every j  0. In
particular, suppose h li hm  li. Let m be the run diering from m only in that no
processor in P ; N receives any message in round l of m . Notice that the number of
processors that fail in m is at most t since N is the set of nonfaulty processors in  above,
and hence that m is a legitimate run. Since  is the input to m and N is the set of nonfaulty
processors in m , we have hm  li 6j= '. Furthermore, since processors in N have the same
local state at time l in both runs, we have hm li hm  li. It follows that h li hm  li
and yet hm  li 6j= ' thus, h li 6j= SN ' by Lemma 2.
We proceed by induction on j to show that h li hj  li for every j  0. For j = 0,
we are done since  = 0. For j > 0, suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for j ; 1 that
is, h li hj 1  li. By denition, j 1 and j dier only in the input to some processor
p. Consider any partition of P into sets A and B with p 2 B , and let j 1 and j be the
result of partitioning j 1 and j , respectively, into A and B from time 0. By Lemma 12, we
have hj 1  li h j 1  li and h j  li hj  li. Because j 1 and j dier only in the input
to p, and because there is no message from p 2 B to any processor in A in either run, all
(nonfaulty) processors in A have the same local state at time l in both runs, and we have
h j 1  li h j  li. It follows that h li hj  li, as desired.
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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;

;

;
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From Lemma 13, it is clear that strong common knowledge of nonvalid facts cannot be
achieved in failure-free runs. A consistent simultaneous choice problem is nontrivial if none
of its enabling conditions ok j are valid. It now follows that there is no solution to any
nontrivial consistent simultaneous choice in this model:
Theorem 14: In the general omissions model with n  2t, if P implements a nontrivial
consistent simultaneous choice problem C , then no action is performed in failure-free runs of
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P.
Proof : Suppose by way of contradiction that some processor performs an action aj at time
l in a failure-free run  of of P . Since P implements C , Lemma 3 says that h li j= SN ok j .
But Lemma 13 says that this is impossible, since ok j is a nonvalid fact about the input and
set of faulty processors. It follows that no action is performed in failure-free runs of P after
all.
2

Theorem 14 states that consistent simultaneous choices cannot be implemented in systems with general omission failures in which half or more of the processors can fail. This
is in marked contrast to the results of Section 5.2, which show that such choices can be
implemented in systems in which fewer than half of the processors can fail.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the existence of optimal solutions to consistent simultaneous
choice problems under several failure models. Consistent simultaneous choice problems are
simultaneous choice problems in which a faulty processor that performs an action must
perform the same action as the nonfaulty processors and at the same time. In the crash and
send omissions failure models, optimal protocols for simultaneous choice problems derived
elsewhere 6,17] are also optimal protocols for consistent simultaneous choice problems and
run in polynomial time. We have shown that, in the general omissions failure model in
which fewer than half the processors can fail (that is, in which n > 2t), a modication of
these optimal protocols are optimal protocols in this model as well. These protocols require
exponential time, but any optimal protocol in this model is inherently intractable if P6=NP
(it requires processors to perform NP-hard computations). Furthermore, in all of these
models, the optimal protocols for the consistent version of a simultaneous choice problem
halt at precisely the same time as the optimal protocols for the original version. Thus, we
can obtain consistency in these models at no extra cost. Finally, we have shown that, in the
general omissions failure model in which half or more of the processors may fail (that is, in
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which n  2t), there is no solution to any nontrivial consistent simultaneous choice problem:
processors cannot consistently coordinate actions even in failure-free runs.
One of the technical contributions of this work is an exploration of the relationship
between the denition of common knowledge used by Moses and Tuttle 17] and the original
denition proposed by Halpern and Moses 12]. Moses and Tuttle dene weak common
knowledge, and Halpern and Moses essentially dene strong common knowledge (although
their denition is formulated in terms of xed sets and not nonconstant sets such as the set
of nonfaulty processors). Because we have shown that the two denitions are equivalent in
most of the cases considered by Moses and Tuttle, we have shown that their work could have
been simplied by using the simpler denition of common knowledge originally proposed by
Halpern and Moses. On the other hand, where we have shown the two denitions are dierent
(in the general omissions model with n  2t), consistent simultaneous choice problems
cannot be solved, whereas Moses and Tuttle have shown that the original simultaneous
choice problems can be solved. In this sense, our work shows precisely where the subtlety in
the denition of weak common knowledge is required by the work of Moses and Tuttle. It
also shows that the dierence between strong and weak common knowledge is at the heart of
the dierence between the consistent and original versions of simultaneous choice problems.
In this work we have analyzed problems requiring simultaneous coordination of actions,
but nonsimultaneous coordination is also of interest. For example, Halpern, Moses, and
Waarts 13] have considered Eventual Byzantine Agreement, a problem in which correct processors must agree on the value of their output bits but need not choose these bits at the
same time. They show that solving such problems requires a variant of common knowledge called continual common knowledge and give a two-step method for transforming any
solution to this problem into a round-optimal solution (optimal in the sense that no other
solution outperforms it in all operating environments).3 Since they study this problem in
two of the benign failure models considered in our paper, it is again interesting to consider
consistent formulations of this problem. Using a denition of continual common knowledge
This denition of optimal is dierent from that given this paper our optimal solutions must outperform
every other solution in all operating environments.
3
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strengthened in a way similar to the way we have dened strong common knowledge, Neiger
and Bazzi 18] have generalized the work of Halpern, Moses, and Waarts to a general class
of nonsimultaneous choice problems requiring consistent coordination. In particular, they
have generalized the transformation and so can transform any solution to any consistent
coordination problem into an optimal solution. The number of steps in this transformation
depends on the number of actions from which the processors must choose. They also characterize problems for which there are optimal solutions (in the sense of this paper). Finally,
they consider coordination problems requiring a particular kind of termination and show
that solutions to such problems require a combination of eventual and continual common
knowledge that they call extended common knowledge.
There still remain a few open problems to consider. First, if P6=NP, the precise complexity of solutions to consistent simultaneous choice problems in the general omissions model
in which n > 2t is still an open question: all we have established is that it is somewhere
between NP and PSPACE. As noted by Moses and Tuttle, the precise complexity of solutions to nonconsistent simultaneous choice problems in this model is also an open problem.
Furthermore, the complexity of solutions to nonconsistent problems is still open even when
n  2t, although we have established that solutions to consistent problems are impossible.
Finally, we conjecture that the impossibility result of Section 6 applies to the nonsimultaneous consistent coordination problems mentioned above.
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